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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to seek committee approval to ask for Scottish 
Ministers’ consent to an increase in the approved expense level in respect of 
a particular Repairs Grant, reference 13176. 

Background 

An application for Repairs Grant was received from an elderly owner-occupier 
in respect of a semi-detached house within a Conservation Area in 
Coatbridge. On inspection by an Environmental Health Officer, the house was 
found to fail the Tolerable Standard due to the penetrating dampness affecting 
4 rooms, and the grant application was therefore prioritised. 

The applicant was assisted by Care and Repair, who obtained competitive 
estimates and submitted them in support of the application. On this basis a 
grant of f 10,754.97 was approved in June 2005. Care and Repair appointed 
the contractor and the works commenced in September 2005. 

During the works the contractor reported problems with the exposed structure 
at the eaves. A structural engineer’s inspection then noted that the wall plate, 
rafter ends and sarking boards all suffer from an advanced stage of wet rot. It 
is evident that numerous repairs have been carried out to the concealed gutter 
to stop water ingress, without success. Extensive repairs are now required to 
replace all affected timbers. Any repair work will be time-intensive as work will 
have to be carried out on one timber at a time. 

Consideration 

The final total cost of grant-eligible works is currently projected as f33,370. 
This does not include the costs of re-instating the plaster ceiling cornices 
which will be disturbed, nor the costs of internal decoration. The projected 
costs are based on the single tender for the sub-contracted specialist work 
which is available at the time of writing. Further tenders for this work are 
being sought by Care & Repair. 
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The specification is considered to represent the full extent of potential work, 
and if, following exposure of concealed timbers, some savings are possible, 
these will be incorporated resulting in a lower sum at final re-measurement. 

The applicant has been awarded grant at a very high percentage, and I am 
advised by their agent, Care and Repair, that they could not meet very 
substantial costs without financial hardship. The Council can approve 
additional grant but require to obtain the consent of Scottish Ministers to 
approve grant on an expense level above the normal maximum of €20,000. 

The works are currently suspended pending the raising of additional finance. 
The additional works now identified as being necessary could not have been 
foreseen and there is little alternative for the owner but to seek finance to 
complete all the essential works. Should funding not be identified, the house 
would quickly become uninhabitable and the cost of remedial works at a future 
date would be even higher. 

In view of the house’s location in a Conservation Area and the poor financial 
position of the owner it is proposed to seek Ministers’ consent for an increase 
in the expense level in this case to €33,370. 

Corporate Cons id era tion 

There is funding available within the non-HRA capital budget 200906 to 
provide the additional Repairs Grant monies required. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that officers be authorised to seek the consent of Scottish 
Ministers for an increase in the Approved Expense Limit to E 33,370 in the 
case of Repairs Grant reference 131 76. 

Background Information 

Background information is available in the Housing and Property Services 
Department. 

Thomas McKenzie 
Director of Housing & Property Services 
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